HB-7087
AN ACT CONCERNING THE REPORTING OF THE TRIENNIAL
AUDIT OF STATE CONTRACTING AGENCIES BY THE STATE
CONTRACTING STANDARDS BOARD.
   As Amended by House "A" (LCO 7489)
House Calendar No.: 78

OFA Fiscal Note

State Impact: None
Municipal Impact: None

Explanation

The bill: 1) directs the State Contracting Standards Board (SCSB) to deliver and issue their compliance report to the state contracting agency that they audited, 2) permits agencies to respond to the report, 3) allows the SCSB to submit the report and responses, if any, to the Appropriations and Government Administration and Elections Committees, as well as the contracting agency’s committee of cognizance, 4) requires certain SCSB members to be certified in procurement, and 5) makes changes to SCSB meeting requirements.

The bill has no fiscal impact as the SCSB already issues compliance reports within 30 days after completion, and no additional impact is anticipated as a result of submitting reports and responses.

House “A” requires certain members appointed to the SCSB to be certified in procurement and modifies the quorum requirement which does not alter the fiscal impact.

The Out Years

State Impact: None

Primary Analyst: MG
Contributing Analyst(s):
Municipal Impact: None

The preceding Fiscal Impact statement is prepared for the benefit of the members of the General Assembly, solely for the purposes of information, summarization and explanation and does not represent the intent of the General Assembly or either chamber thereof for any purpose. In general, fiscal impacts are based upon a variety of informational sources, including the analyst’s professional knowledge. Whenever applicable, agency data is consulted as part of the analysis, however final products do not necessarily reflect an assessment from any specific department.